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FACIAL ANALYSIS
The first step in determining where and how to place your lights is to analyze 
your subject’s facial features.  While most faces appear to be symmetrical, 
deeper scrutiny will reveal subtle asymmetries.  As with most models, ours is 
pretty symmetrical.  This isn’t always the case so follow these simple guidelines 
to evaluate your subject’s facial features.
  
TTo analyze your subject’s face, place a light directly in front of them and slight-
ly overhead.  Now try to imagine a horizontal line connecting his or her eyes, 
and a second horizontal line between his or her lips.  More likely than not, 
these lines will not be parallel!  The lines will appear to converge on one side 
and spread apart on the other.  
 
The side of the face where the eye and lip are closer together is referred to as 
the “closed” side.  It appears to be the smaller side of the face.  The side 
where the eye and lip are further apart, or the bigger side, is referred to as the 
“open” side.  
 
WWe’ve all heard that darker clothes are slimming, and lighter clothes make us 
look bigger.  Light and shadow have the same effect.  To even out your 
subject’s features, light the closed side of the face to make it look bigger, and 
put the open side of the face in shadow to make it look smaller.  Lighting the 
open side and shading the closed side exaggerates your subject’s asymmetries, 
and is less flattering. 

ContiContinue examining your subject.  Does the nose turn to one side?  Our 
model’s nose turns slightly toward the closed side.  If we light the open side, 
that lights more of the side of her nose, and the turn is exaggerated.
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SHORT LIGHTING
Once you’ve determined which side of the face to light, your next task is to 
decide whether to angle your subject’s face toward or away from the main light.  
While you may take some images with your subject facing squarely into the 
camera, for variety’s sake, you may also have them turn their face slightly.  

Look at the distance from Look at the distance from your subject’s nose to each ear.  The side with the 
shortest distance from nose to ear is the short side, the other is the broad side.  
This is based on the turn of the face only, not on the subject’s facial features 
or asymmetries.  

Note:  There is no short or broad side when the subject’s face is square to the 
camera.  
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BROAD LIGHTING
On the opposite page, we’ve chosen to light the short side of the face.  The 
subject’s face is angled toward the main light.  This casts a nice shadow along 
her cheekbones and jawline, which helps sculpt the face.  Use short lighting any 
time you want to make your subject’s face thinner, more sculpted, or to add 
angles to a round face.

On this paOn this page, we’ve lit the broad side of the face by turning our subject’s face 
away from the main light.  Notice how the shadow beneath her cheekbone is 
now gone, giving her face a rounder and more masculine appearance.  Broad 
lighting is not flattering on every face, but can be helpful in balancing out an 
extremely narrow or angular face.  It can also convey power or importance.  
Bonus tip: Use broad lighting in a pinch to avoid glare on your subject’s glasses.
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SPLIT LIGHTING
Definition:
Split lighting is characterized by lighting one side of the face while leaving the 
other in shadow.  The face appears to be “split” evenly down the middle.  

Setup:
Split lighting is achieved by placing the main light at a 90° angle to the face.  
The center of the light should be at eye level, with a catchlight at 9:00 or 3:00.

ItIt’s important that none of the main light spills on the cheek or eye on the 
shadowed side of the face.  Look for a hard transition from light to shadow to 
run right down the center of the nose and lips.  Shape of the shadow on the 
forehead and chin will vary based on the shape of your subject’s features.
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SPLIT LIGHTING VARIATIONS
1 2 3 4

1. Main light only (a) - Start by setting up your main light to get the proper lighting pattern.  Notice the clearly defined line splitting the face 
into a highlight and shadow side.  Note that there is no catch light in the shadowed side of the face nor any light spilling on the the cheek.

2. Main + fill light (a+b) - Shadows “open up” (become lighter), and detail is visible in the shadowed side of the face.

3. Main + kicker light (a+c) - In order to define the cheek on the shadowed side of the face, we place a kicker light behind the subject on 
the shadow side.

4.4. Main + fill + kicker (a+b+c) - In this final image, the split light pattern is preserved.  However, by adding a fill light and kicker light, we 
open the shadows and define the cheek to create depth and dimension.
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REMBRANDT LIGHTING
Definition:  Rembrandt lighting is characterized by an inverted triangle of light 
below the subject’s eye on the shadow side of the face.  

Setup: From the split light position, raise the height of the light up and begin 
bringing the main light around toward the subject’s front.  Continue adjust-
ment of both the height and the angle of the main light until the proper light-
ing pattern is achieved.  The catchlight will be at roughly 11:00 or 1:00.

Raising the light from eye level will change the angle of the nose shadow.  Be 
careful not to push the nose shadow across the cheek (light is too low) or 
down over the lip (light is too high).  The nose shadow should angle downard 
and eventually connect to the cheek shadow, thus creating the triangle.  
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REMBRANDT LIGHTING VARIATIONS
1 2 3 4

1. Main light only (a) - Bringing the light around toward the front of the subject allows light to spill onto the opposite cheek.  The nose 
shadow connects with the cheek shadow, creating the classic inverted triangle below the eye on the shadowed side.  Try to avoid placing the 
light too high and having the nose shadow cross the upper lip.

2. Main + fill light (a+b) - Shadows “open up” (become lighter), and detail is visible in the shadowed side of the face.

3. Main + kicker light (a+c) - A kicker light behind the subject defines the cheek on the shadowed side of the face.

4.4. Main + fill + kicker (a+b+c) - In this final image, the lighting pattern is preserved.  However, by adding a fill light and kicker light, we 
open the shadows and define the cheek to create depth and dimension.
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LOOP LIGHTING
Definition:  Loop lighting is characterized by a “loop” of shadow cast 
diagonally downward from the nose.

Setup:  From the Rembrandt lighting position, continue bringing the light 
around toward the center of the subject’s face.  The light should now break the 
connection between the nose shadow and the cheek shadow.  

TThe length of the loop (called “short loop” or “long loop”) is determined by 
the angle and height of the light.  However, as with Rembrandt lighting, do not 
raise the light so high that the loop shadow is forced down onto the lip.  Also 
be sure that the eyes are not cast into shadow under the brow bone.  Ideal light 
placement reveals a catchlight in the eye at about 11:00 or 1:00.
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LOOP LIGHTING VARIATIONS
1 2 3 4

1. Main light only (a) - By continuing to move the light around an arc towards the front of the subject, the nose shadow will separate from 
the cheek shadow.  This creates a “loop” of shadow below the nose.  The height of the light will determine the length of the loop shadow 
(long or short loop).  It’s important that the nose shadow not cross the lip.

2. Main + fill light (a+b) - Shadows “open up” (become lighter), and detail is visible in the shadowed side of the face.

3. Main + kicker light (a+c) - A kicker light behind the subject defines the cheek on the shadowed side of the face.

4.4. Main + fill + kicker (a+b+c) - In this final image, the lighting pattern is preserved.  However, by adding a fill light and kicker light, we 
open the shadows and define the cheek to create depth and dimension.
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BUTTERFLY LIGHTING
Definition:  Butterfly lighting is characterized by a symmetrical shadow directly 
below the nose, which is created when both sides of the face are lit evenly.  
Butterfly lighting also has a tendency to create shadows under both cheek-
bones, which helps sculpt the face.

Setup:  Main light is placed directly in front of the client’s face, raised up above 
eye level, and angled downward.

The height of the light will determine the length of the shadow below the 
nose.  Be sure not to allow the shadow to cross the lip, or to cast the eyes in 
shadow below the brow bone.  Optimal light placement will create a catchlight 
at 12:00.  Note: Butterfly lights the face evenly, so it cannot be broad or short.
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1. Main light only (a) - The main light is positioned slightly above and directly in front of the subject.  Cheek bones are defined, and there 
is no shadow or highlight side. Since the face is lit evenly, the addition of fill and kicker lights create changes that are much more subtle than 
in other lighting patterns.  

2. Main + fill light (a+b) - Shadows “open up” just slightly beneath the cheekbones, nose, and chin.

3. Main + kicker light (a+c) - A kicker light behind the subject on camera right is most noticeable along the temple.

4.4. Main + fill + kicker (a+b+c) - In this final image, the lighting pattern is preserved.  However, by adding a fill light and kicker light, we 
open the shadows and define the cheek to create depth and dimension.

BUTTERFLY LIGHTING VARIATIONS
1 2 3 4



The following pages contain images for you to begin testing and applying 
your newfound knowledge.  For each image, see if you can reverse-
engineer the lighting setup.  Questions for you to consider:
  - Is the subject broad or short lit?
  - Can you identify the lighting pattern?
  - Where is the main light? 
  - Do you see evidence of fill or kicker lights?
Hint:  Examine the catchlights in the eyes to help you see where lights have 
been placed.  Check for light coming from more than one direction.  

In the imaIn the image to the right, we can see from the brightness on the subject’s 
face and the catchlight that the main light is positioned camera right.  
Based on the additional light on the side of his face along his jawline, we 
can see there is a kicker camera left.  While the kicker makes it harder to 
identify, the lighting pattern is short lit Rembrandt, indentifiable by the tri-
angle of light on the broad side of the face.  

What can you figure out from the images on the following pages?  
Hint: Not every light source is a strobe.

1.  Short Rembrandt.  
     Main: Camera right.  
     Kicker: Camera left.

5.  Short lit Short Loop.  
     Main: Camera left.  
     Kicker: Camera right.
6.  Butterfly.
 Main: Camera left (just barely!)
 Kicker: Camera right.
7.  Short Rembrandt. 7.  Short Rembrandt.
 Main: Camera left.
 Fill: Daylight.
 Kicker: Camera right.

8.  Broad Rembrandt.
 Main: Camera left.
 Fill: Ambient light.
 Kicker: Window, camera right.
9.  Short lit Short Loop.
 Main: Camera right.
  Fill: Daylight.
10. Butterfly.  
     Main: Center.  
     Fill: reflector below, center.  
     Kickers: camera left & right.  
     Bonus: gelled light behind fog.

Triangle on this cheek = Rembrandt
Catchlight

Brightest
area indicates
main light

Light coming from
different direction
than the main:

Kicker!
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